ECTOR COUNTY ISD IS HIRING!
PRE KINDER–12 POSITIONS INCLUDING SPED, BILINGUAL, FINE ARTS, ATHLETICS, COUNSELING AND ADMINISTRATION

COMPETITIVE SALARY
STARTING AT $52K

JOIN OUR ECISD TEAM!
APPLY @ WWW.ECTORCOUNTYISD.ORG

TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES
TEACHER ASSIGNED LAPTOPS
CLASSROOM TECHNOLOGY SUCH AS: iPADS, CHROMEBOOKS, SMARTBOARDS, COMPUTERS AND ONLINE LEARNING

HOUSING ASSISTANCE
PSP WEIDNER PARTNERSHIP –UP TO 20% DISCOUNT

ODOSSA TEXAS

DYNAMIC PROGRAMS
STEAM
DUAL LANGUAGE PROGRAM
MONTESSEORI
COLLEGIATE ACADEMIES
INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE (IB)
AVID
DUAL CREDIT COURSES
NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED FINE ARTS

STIPEND INCENTIVES:
CONTENT MASTERS DEGREE-$2,500
BILINGUAL-$ 2,500
SPECIAL EDUCATION-$1,100 TO $2,900
MATH-$2,100
SCIENCE-$2,100

NEW HIRE SIGN ON BONUSES
PRE-K TEACHER $5,000
CERTIFIED MATH, SCIENCE, ELA $2,000:
CERTIFIED SPED $1,500